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Venus Hosiery Pvt. Ltd. is an Indian manufacturer, exporter, trader

and supplier of a mens regular and terry of socks.
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About Us

Established in the year 1990, Venus Hosiery Pvt. Ltd. has become market leader in manufacturer,

exporter, trader and supplier of Men Socks, Socks and Cotton Socks. The huge variety of socks

comprises of Mens Regular Allover Socks, Mens Regular Argyle Socks, Mens Regular Check

Socks, Mens Terry Socks and Mens Terry Long Elastic Socks. All these products are made using

high quality cottons, procured from the leading vendors of the industry. One can find these products

on the feet of people going for sports activities, shopping, partying, offices, official meetings and date.

They are pulled up to accompany people on hard day's work and under their best pair of clothing they

give the feeling of well-dressed look. These socks have become an essential part of so many diverse

lifestyle and different activities of people that we constantly learn what type of variety they want from

us. Available in various colors and sizes, these socks can be customized as per customers’ demands.

  With the constant supportive aid from our industrious and highly qualified professionals, we are

capable to cater wide array of socks since 2 decades. Our professionals are well aware with the

market trends and develop the products accordingly. We believe in delivering what our customers’

want, so depending upon that belief, we do every task keeping grip at fine details from our valuable

customers. In order to win the faith of the customers, we also...

For more information, please visit
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MENS COTTON SOCKS

Mens Cotton Socks - Dress
Argyle

Mens Cotton Socks - Dress
Argyle

Mens Cotton Socks - Check
Print

Mens Cotton Socks - Check
Print Black Check Socks
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MENS TERRY SOCKS

Mens Terry Socks - Argyle Mens Terry Socks - Long
Elastic

Mens Terry Socks - Printed Mens Terry Socks - Long
Elastic
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OTHER PRODUCTS: 

Mens Cotton Socks - Stylish
Allover Print

Mens Cotton Socks - Stylish
Allover Print

Ankle Sports Socks Kids Socks - Casual & School
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1990

Nature of Business : Manufacturer

Total Number of Employees : 26 to 50 People



CONTACT US

Venus Hosiery Private Limited
Contact Person: Sunny Gupta

A-114/4, Wazirpur Industrial Area 
Delhi - 110052, India
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